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Zones Attends HIMSS16, Demonstrates
Technology Solutions to Improve Patient Care
IT Solutions Provider Showcases Proven Healthcare Expertise in HIMSS16 Booth #11924
LAS VEGAS, February 29, 2016 — At the HIMSS16 Conference and Exhibition in Las Vegas this week,
Zones, Inc., illustrates how technology solutions can improve patient care. In HIMSS16 booth #11924,
Zones’ healthcare experts showcase technology to enhance patient care, ensure access to electronic medical
and health records (EMR/EHR), design and implement mobility initiatives, and safeguard network and data
security.
Supporting every aspect of IT in the healthcare environment, Zones’ healthcare team can recommend the
most productive and scalable IT solutions to ensure a higher quality of care throughout a healthcare
organization.
“Technology changes at an amazing pace, and clinicians and administrators alike need to stay apprised of
solutions they can adopt with the ultimate goal of improving patient care,” said Amanda Gunning, vice
president of Sales, Healthcare, at Zones. “At HIMSS, Zones will detail a wide range of solutions that tackle
the most pressing areas of concern in healthcare today, including mobility, EMR, and security—all of which
play a key role in the overall cost of care.”
“The exhibition floor at the HIMSS Annual Conference offers our attendees the chance to see, interact
with and learn about the many health IT solutions and services offered by our exhibitors. Attendees are
able to witness the power that health IT has to transform health, and increase the quality of care during the
four days our exhibit floor is open during HIMSS16. I appreciate the contributions of all our exhibitors
and welcome them to the conference,” said Karen Malone, vice president, meeting services, HIMSS
North America.

Zones’ team of healthcare IT professionals have expansive experience in the healthcare vertical. Zones has
a long-standing relationship with Premier, a group purchasing organization that brings nationwide
knowledge to improve local healthcare. Premier honored Zones as its 2014 Supplier Diversity Award
winner. Find more information about Zones’ Premier Diversity Award in the 2014 press release.

Based in Auburn, Wash., Zones is a certified Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) and Corporate Plus
Member under the guidelines of the National Minority Supplier Development Council (NMSDC), as well
as winner of the 2015 NMSDC Class IV Supplier of the Year award. Zones’ MBE certification allows
companies of all sizes to meet corporate diversity requirements, including healthcare organizations.

Many Zones healthcare customers have taken advantage of ZonesConnect, a custom procurement portal.
Zones offers this e-commerce environment to help organizations streamline IT procurement while
providing the opportunity to retain and automate existing purchasing processes and procedures, saving
time and resources.

Visit Zones at HIMSS16 and witness healthcare IT solutions that help achieve meaningful use, at any
stage. Learn more about Zones’ healthcare solutions and expertise.

About Zones
Zones, Inc., supports business, healthcare, the public sector and specialty markets by applying innovative
technology solutions across a variety of specializations including networking, security, software, storage,
mobility, data center and virtualization. Zones holds the highest levels of technical certification from every
key solution provider we represent, including Cisco Gold, EMC, Dell Server and Storage Technical, IBM
System and Storage Technical, Hewlett Packard Enterprise and VMware Infrastructure, among others.
Zones is a nine-time recipient of the Microsoft Excellence in Operations award. Incorporated in 1988, Zones
is headquartered in Auburn, Wash., and is a certified MBE company.

For additional information, visit www.zones.com or call (800) 408-9663.
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